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Educational and Career Development Resources

Open Educational Resources (OER) found in IOER:

- Span all grade levels from Kindergarten through life-long learning.
- Cover a broad variety of subjects for educational and career development purposes.
- Are available to be used by instructors, learners, parents, workforce professionals, life-long learners, and anyone interested in open educational and career development resources.
- Are curated, created, and shared by individual IOER users or by organizations, come from many websites, and can come from the national Learning Registry.

Contribute Resources to IOER

The first step is to setup an IOER account. Organizations can use the Contact form on the site to request an Organization account.

- Curate, create and share with OER
  - Quickly tag existing websites
  - Upload files
  - Create a Learning List
  - Create a new resource web page
- Curate with a personal or organization library
About the IOER Search

Search Options Include:
• IOER Resources
• IOER Libraries
• IOER Learning Lists
• gooru Resources

Resources Search

Resource Search Options:
• Keywords
• Sort by
  • Newest
  • Relevance
  • Most Visited
  • Best Rated
• Show 20, 50 or 100 resources at a time
• View by
  • List
  • Grid
  • Text Only
• Filter by one or more educational or career types
• Browse and search by Learning Standards
Resources Search

Filters Options:

- Only show if at least one resource has been tagged to include them.
- Help narrow searches based on specific preferences.
- Will immediately show as new resources are contributed and tagged.

Resources Search

Learning Standards:

- Only show if at least one resource has been aligned to them.
- Can be used to browse standards by education level and content or domains.
- Help narrow searches based on specific preferences.
- Will immediately show as new resources are contributed and tagged.
- Will be included with IOER as more national standards become offered as open so they may be converted for online use.
Libraries Search

Libraries Search Options:

- Keywords
- Date Range
- Library Type
  - Organization Libraries
  - User (Personal) Libraries
- Search for Libraries
- Search for Collections within Libraries
- Sort Options

Libraries Sort Options:

- Title
- Organization Libraries First
- User Libraries First
- Owner Name
- Organization Name
- Most Resources
- Most Recently Updated
Learning Lists Search

Learning List Search Options:

- Keywords
- Sort by
  - Newest
  - Relevance
  - Most Visited
  - Best Rated
- Show 20, 50 or 100 resources at a time
- View by
  - List
  - Grid
  - Text Only
- Filter by one or more educational or career types
- Browse and search by Learning Standards

gooru Search

gooru provides teachers and students with the ability to search for resources specifically around science, math and social studies and language arts.

- Provides seamless access to search gooru.
- Enter keywords.
- Tag and add resources from gooru to IOER.
Contact the IOER Team:

Online contact form: http://www2.illinoisworknet.com/Pages/Contact-Us.aspx
Email: info@siuccwd.com
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